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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to propose an efficient and
simpler Contributory Group Key Agreement protocol
(CGKA) based on Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH).
In this CGKA protocol, a member acts as a group con-
troller (GC) and forms two-party groups with remaining
group members and generates an ECDH-style shared key
per each two-party group. It then combines these keys
into a single group key and acts as a normal group mem-
ber. This paper also addresses a Dynamic Contributory
Group Key Agreement protocol (DCGKA) by extending
CGKA to dynamic groups. The proposed protocol has
been compared with other popular DH and ECDH based
group key distribution protocols and satisfactory results
were obtained.

Keywords: Dynamic group key agreement, elliptic curve
Diffie-Hellman, mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETS), se-
cure group communication (SGC)

1 Introduction

Wireless networks are growing rapidly in the last few
years and also secure and reliable communication is an
increasingly active research area with growing popular-
ity in group oriented and collaborative applications. In
the light of advances in Mobile ad-hoc networks the need
for mechanism of secure group communications is growing
day by day. Providing SGC over ad-hoc mobile networks
is a very difficult task because they are mostly without
much infrastructure. This problem was overcome by us-
ing elliptic curve crypto (ECC) systems. ECC emerged
as the cryptographic choice for ad-hoc networks and com-
munication devices because it can provide high security
with very smaller key sizes and also at low computational

expenses. Recent studies [11] indicate that the execution
of ECC operations in mobile ad-hoc networks is feasible
with predictable improved performance.

Secure Group Communication (SGC) refers to a sce-
nario in which a group of participants can send and receive
messages to/from other group members in a way that out-
siders are unable to glean any information even when they
are able to intercept the messages. The vast majority
of SGC protocols use the (Discrete Logarithm Problem)
based or DLP-based Diffie-Hellman as the basic key agree-
ment protocol [16]. Any DLP-based Diffie-Hellman key
agreement protocol now-a-days depends on the discrete
logarithm problem for its security. The key length for se-
cure DLP-based Diffie-Hellman has increased over recent
years, which has simultaneously placed a heavier process-
ing load on applications using DLP-based Diffie-Hellman.
However, the processing load is especially critical for ad-
hoc networks, which have a relatively limited bandwidth,
slower CPU speed, limited battery power and high bit-
error rate wireless links.

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is a public key
cryptosystems based on elliptic curves [10, 12]. The at-
traction of ECC is that it appears to offer equal secu-
rity for a far smaller key size, thereby reducing process-
ing overheads. However, the methods for computing gen-
eral elliptic curve discrete logarithms are much less effi-
cient than those for factoring or computing conventional
discrete logarithms, indicating that more computational
time is required for ECC. Thus, the overall performance
of ECDLP based applications need to be evaluated.

The recent works on performance evaluation of group
Diffie-Hellman protocols can be found in [2] and [6]. In [2],
the authors evaluated five notable group key agreement
protocols: Centralized Group Key Distribution (CKD),
Burmeister Desmedt (BD), Steer et al. (STR), etc. The
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Group Diffie-Hellman (GDH) key distribution protocols
were first presented in [14]. There are three different ver-
sions. GDH.2 involves fewer number of rounds and mes-
sages than GDH.1 and GDH.3. The GDH protocol con-
sists of two stages: up flow and down flow. The up flow
stage collects contributions from all group members. The
down flow stage broadcasts the intermediate values to all
group members for calculating the shared group key. The
Group Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (GECDH) protocol
and Tree-based Group Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Pro-
tocol based on ECDLP are analyzed in [15]. Also stud-
ied Group-DH technique for Multi Party Key in [4, 13].
However, few studies have been conducted in literature on
the performance of DLP and ECDLP-based group Diffie-
Hellman protocols.

All the group key generating techniques can be divided
into two classes. In one class, a single member of the
group generates the key [5, 17] and distributes it to re-
maining member. However, it requires a trusted key gen-
erator for reliability. In the other class there is a contrib-
utory key agreement [1, 5, 7, 9, 14, 17, 18], in which each
member of the group contributes a share to generate the
group key. This class provides key secrecy. In order to as-
sure the secrecy of communication nodes of the network,
the group usually computes the group key dynamically in
the sense that the group key will be updated whenever a
node joins or leaves the group.

In this paper, in the second part, we propose and eval-
uate the performance of ECDH-based dynamic contribu-
tory group key agreement protocol over ad-hoc networks
with the following secure attributes:

• Key Secrecy: The key can computed only by the
members of the group.

• Forward Secrecy: As soon as a member leaves the
group, it is hard to compute the new key with the
previous knowledge of the old key.

• Backward Secrecy: As soon as a new member joins
the group, it is hard to compute old key with the
knowledge of the new key.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the background material necessary to under-
stand the ECDLP-based protocols. Section 3 presents
the proposed ECDH-based group schemes. Section 4 dis-
cusses Security analysis. Section 5 provides comparative
analysis. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 List of Some Common Abbreviations
and Notations

Table 1 is the abbreviations used in this paper. Table 2
is the notations used in this paper.

Table 1: Abbreviations

Abbreviations Full Name
ECC Elliptic Curve Cryptography

ECDH Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman
ECDLP Elliptic Curve Discrete Log Problem

ECDP Elliptic Curve Domain Parameters
GC Group Controller

CGKA Contributory Group Key Agreement
DCGKA Dynamic Contributory Group Key

Agreement
GK Group Key

NJGK New Join Group Key
NLGK New Leave Group Key

2.2 Background of Elliptic Curve Group

Let E be an elliptic Curve over Fp described in terms of
Weierstrass equation

E(x, y) : y2 = x3 + ax + b, a, b ∈ Fp,

and with the discriminant

∆ = 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0.

The set of rational points in E over Fpdenoted by E(Fp)

E(Fp) =
{

(x, y) ∈ F 2
p : E(x, y) = 0

}
∪O,

where O is the point at infinite. E(Fp) carries a group
structure under point addition with the point at infin-
ity acting as identity element. Scalar multiplication over
E(Fp) can be represented as follows. The k th multiple
of a point P belongs to E(Fp) computed as follows:

[k]P = P + P + .... + (ktimes).

Note: For integers j and k, we have

[j]([k]P ) = [jk]P = [k]([j]P ).

2.2.1 Elliptic Curve Domain Parameters
(ECDP)

ECDP (p, a, b, P, n, h) a set of information for communi-
cating members to identify a certain elliptic curve group
used in cryptography. Here p is a large prime number, a
and b are the coefficients of the Weierstrass equation, P is
the base point of E(Fp), having order n, and Finally the
co factor h = #E(Fp)/n, where #E(Fp) is the number of
points on an elliptic curve group. The base point P gen-
erates a cyclic group of order n. In other words, E(Fp) =
〈P 〉 = {P, [2]P, ..., [n− 1]P, [n]P}.

2.2.2 Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(ECDLP)

Given the ECDP as described above and Q ∈< P > =
E(Fp), ECDLP is to find an integer l, 0 ≤ l ≤ n− 1 such
that Q = [l]P .
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Table 2: Notations

Symbol Comment
p Large Prime Number

Fp The finite field of p elements
E An Elliptic Curve defined by Weierstrass

equation
E(Fp) An Elliptic Curve group over the finite field

Fp

P,Q Points on the Elliptic Curve E(Fp)
P+Q The Sum of two points P and Q in E(Fp)
[k]P The K-th multiple of a point P, i.e

[k]P=P+P+.... + (k times)
xP ,yP The x and y coordinates of point P respec-

tively
P The Base Point is a generator of a sub group

of E(Fp)
n The order of base point P typically, n is a

prime of bit length ≥ 224
m Total number of members in the group
Mi ith group member, 1 ≤ i ≤ m
Ml The group controller
xi The Private Key of member Mi. This is an

integer belongs to {1, 2, ...n− 1}
Xi The Public key of member Mi

xKli
ECDH shared key between GC and Mi, for
1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= l

2.2.3 Cryptographically Strong Elliptic Curve
Domain Parameters over Fp

The ECDLP is currently considered to be intractable if
at least the following condition holds.

• The Order n of the base points P must be prime of
at least 224 bits.

• To avoid the elliptic curve to be anomalous the order
n must be different from p.

• The ECDLP must not be reducible to DLP in a mul-
tiplicative group Fpr , for a small integer r. Thus it
is required that pr 6= 1 mod n, for all 1 ≤ r ≤ 104.

• The class number of the principle order belongs to
the endomorphism ring of E should be at least 200.

2.2.4 Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman

Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman protocol (ECDH) is one of
the key exchange protocols used to establish a shared key
between two members. ECDH protocol is based on the
additive elliptic curve group. First A and B agree on
elliptic curve domain parameters and proceed as Table 3.

The secret key K is a point on the elliptic curve. If this
secret key is to be used as a session key, a single integer
must be derived. There are two categories of derivation:
reversible and irreversible. If the session key is also re-
quired to be decoded as a point on elliptic curve, it is

reversible. Otherwise, it is irreversible. The reversible
derivation will result in a session key which doubles the
length of the private key. In the irreversible derivation,
we can simply use the x-coordinate or simple hash func-
tion of the x-coordinate as the session key and thus the
session key may have a different length with the private
key.

3 Proposed Protocols

3.1 Contributory Group Key Agreement
Protocol (CGKA)

We propose a contributory group key agreement proto-
col to generate a group key among the group members.
In this technique, an arbitrary group member acts as a
group controller that publicly publishes cryptographically
strong elliptic curve domain parameters (p,a,b,P,n,h) and
proceeds as follows.

Let M1,M2, ...,Ml, ...,Mm be the group members and
let the group controller be Ml, where 1 ≤ l ≤ m.

Step 1. Initially GC, Ml forms (m−1) two-party groups
with each of the remaining group members Mi and
produces (m− 1) shared keys for (m− 1) two-party
groups, as follows:

1) The group controller Ml, selects a private key
xl ∈ {1, 2, ..., n− 1} and generates a public key
as,

Xl = [xl]P.

2) Each group member Mi, where i 6= l, also selects
a private key xi ∈ {1, 2, ..., n− 1} and generates
a public key as

Xi = [xi]P, for, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= l.

3) The GC Ml, broadcast, Xl to the remaining
group members and each Mi transmits Xi to
the group controller, Ml

4) After exchanging the public keys, each member
generates a ECDH-style shared key with GC as

Kli = [xi]Xl = [xi]([xl]P ) = [xixl]P = (xKli
, yKli

),

for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= l. Where xKli
, yKli

∈ Fp are
x and y coordinates of Kli, respectively.

Similarly GC, Ml generates the same shared
keys as

Kli = [xl]Xi = [xl]([xi]P ) = [xlxi]P = (xKli
, yKli

),

for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= l. Where xKli
, yKli

∈ Fp are
x and y coordinates of Kli, respectively.

Hence take xKli
be the (m− 1) shared keys be-

tween the GC, Ml and Mi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
i 6= l, respectively.
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Table 3: ECDH

Party-A Communication Party-B
Choose a random number x ∈ {1, 2, ...n− 1} Choose a random number y ∈ {1, 2, ...n− 1}

Compute [x]P Compute [y]P

Retrieve [y]P
[x]P→ [y]P← Retrieve [x]P

Compute [x][y]P=[xy]P Compute [y][x]P=[yx]P=[xy]P

Step 2. Now the group controller computes the (m− 1)
public keys Li as follows and send to Mi respectively.

Li = [

m∏
j=1,j 6=i

xKli
]P, for1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= l, and j 6= l.

After retrieving Li each member Mi of the group
generates group key K as follows:

K = [xKli
]Li

= [xKli
][

m∏
j=1,j 6=i

xKlj
]P

= [

m∏
i=1

xKli
]P

= (xK , yK) .

Since the GC knows all the shared keys, it also gen-
erates the group key:

K = [

m∏
i=1

xKli
]P = (xK , yK) .

Hence take xK as group key among the group mem-
bers.

3.2 Dynamic Contributory Group Key
Agreement Protocol (DCGKA)

CGKA addresses group key agreement for static groups.
However, it is often times necessary to either to add a
new member (or) delete an existing group member of the
initial group creation. Naturally, it is desirable to do so
without executing entire protocol a new. To address this
issue we extend CGKA to DCGKA by proposing join pro-
tocol and leave protocol.

3.2.1 Join Protocol

The main security requirement of the member addition
is the secrecy of the previous group key with respect to
outsider and new group members.

1) When a new member Mm+1 wants to join the
group, intimates the group controller and generates
a ECDH-style key xKlm+1

with GC.

2) GC generates a random number R
′

m+1 and broad-
casts

[
xKlm+1

.Rm+1
′
]
P to all the previous members

of the group, Mi on receiving they compute the new
key:

NJGK = (xK)xKlm+1
R
′

m+1P = (

m+1∏
i=1

xKli
.R
′

m+1)P,

where xK is the previous group key.

3) GC transmits [(xK)R
′

m+1]P to Mm+1 and then
Mm+1 computes the new key as follows:

NJGK = (xK)xKlm+1
R
′

m+1P = (

m+1∏
i=1

xKli
R
′

m+1)P,

where xK is the previous group key.

3.2.2 Leave Protocol

The main security requirement of member leaving is the
secrecy of the subsequent (future) group key with respect
to both outsiders and former group members.

1) When Mj wants to leave the group, intimates the GC
and then GC, Ml generates a random number R′j .

2) Ml sends
[
R′jx

−1
Klj

]
P by encrypting with xKli

to the

corresponding group member Mi, i 6= j, (i.e) except
leaving member.

Ml

EKli

[
R′jx

−1
Klj

]
P

−→ Mi, for1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= j.

After receiving each member computes the new key
as follows:

NLGK = (xK)R′jx
−1
Klj

P =

 m∏
i=1,i6=j

xKli
R′j

P,

where xK is the previous group key.

3) Also Ml computes the new key as follows.

NLGK = (xK)R′jx
−1
Klj

P =

 m∏
i=1,i6=j

xKli
R′j

P,

where xK is the previous group key.
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4 Security Analysis

We Prove that our protocols meet the desirable attributes
under the assumption that the Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithm Problem is secure.

Theorem 1. The group key derived using CGKA PRO-
TOCOL is indistinguishable in polynomial time from ran-
dom numbers.

Proof. If the m-group members execute CGKA protocol
then they clearly share a group key K. During the com-
putation of group key K, in Step 1 we have generated
(m− 1), two-party ECDH style keys.

An adverser tries to extract the private keys xi from
unknown public keys Xi = [xi]P , but this is an Elliptic
Curve Discrete Problem and hence two-party ECDH-style
keys generated in Step 1 are indistinguishable in polyno-
mial time.

In Step 2 of CGKA, GC generates (m− 1) public keys
Li and sends to Mi, respectively. That is

Ml

EKli

[
R′mx−1

Klj

]
P

−→ Mi, for1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= l, and j 6= l.

An adversary tries to extract all the products

m∏
j=1,j 6=i

xKli
, for1 ≤ i ≤ m.

From publicly known,

Li = [

m∏
j=1,j 6=i

xKli
]P.

But this is again an elliptic curve discrete logarithm prob-
lem. Therefore all the products

m∏
j=1,j 6=i

xKli
, for1 ≤ i ≤ m,

are indistinguishable from random numbers in polynomial
time and hence it is difficult to find xKli

.

Theorem 2. DCGKA with join protocol satisfies the
properties of backward security.

Proof. The GC generates a random number R
′

m+1 as soon
as a new member joins the network group and broad-
casts GC generates a random number R

′

m+1 and broad-
casts

[
xKlm+1

.Rm+1
′
]
P to all the previous members of

the group, Mi on receiving they compute the new key

NLGK = (xK)R′mx−1Klj
P =

 m∏
i=1,i6=j

xKli
R′m

P,

where xK is the previous group key.
On basis of ECDLP, it is hard for out-sider and new

group members to compute previous group key.

Theorem 3. DCGKA with leave protocol satisfies the
properties of the forward security.

Proof.

1) When Mj wants to leave the group, intimates the GC
and then GC, Ml generates a random number R′j .

2) Ml sends
[
R′jx

−1
Klj

]
P by encrypting with xKli

to the

corresponding group member Mi, i 6= j, i.e., except
leaving member.

Ml

EKli

[
R′jx

−1
Klj

]
P

=⇒ Mi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, i 6= j.

NLGK = (xK)R′jx
−1
Klj

P =

 m∏
i=1,i6=j

xKli
R′j

P,

where xK is the previous group key.

3) Also Ml computes

NLGK = (xK)R′jx
−1
Klj

P =

 m∏
i=1,i6=j

xKli
R′j

P,

where xK is the previous group key.

As
[
R′jx

−1
Klj

]
P is in encrypted form it is secured from

outsiders and also GC keeps it secure from leaving
member, we have the main security requirement of
member leaving are satisfied with respective both
outsiders and former group members.

5 Comparative Analysis

In this section, the proposed ECDLP-based DCGKA pro-
tocol has been firstly compared with DLP based group key
distribution protocols, and then with ECDLP based pro-
tocols in terms of number of rounds, messages, operations
and so on.

Table 4 shows the comparable key sizes (Table 5) of the
same security level for an ECDLP-based group scheme
and DLP-based scheme. It shows that ECDLP-based
schemes can use a much smaller key size than DLP-based
group schemes.

The key length for secure DLP-based Diffie-Hellman
has increased over recent years, which has also placed a
heavier processing load on applications using DLP-based
Diffie-Hellman. However, the processing load is especially
critical for ad-hoc networks, which have a relatively lim-
ited bandwidth, slower CPU speed, limited battery power
and high bit-error rate wireless links and ECDLP-based
group schemes are having lower communication overheads
and less computation load than DLP-based group scheme.

As per the advantages and adaptability for ad-hoc net-
works of ECDLP over DLP In this paper, we proposed
ECDLP-based group key distribution protocol DCGK at
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Table 4: Comparative analysis of popular group key agreement protocols

DLP-Protocols Rounds Messages Unicast Broadcast Seq exponent
ions

Seq scalar
multiplica-
tions

CEGK [3] Initialize
Join
Leave

h
1
1

2m− 2
2
1

m
1
0

m− 2
1
1

2h− 2
1
h− 1

0
0
0

EGK [1] Initialize
Join
Leave

h
1
h

2m− 2
2
2(m− 1)

0
0
0

2m− 2
2
2(m− 1)

2h− 2
1
2h

0
0
0

TGDH [9] Initialize
Join
Leave

h
2
1

2m− 2
3
1

0
0
0

2m− 2
3
1

2h− 2
3h− 3
3h− 3

0
0
0

STR [8] Initialize
Join
Leave

m− 1
2
1

2m− 2
3
1

0
0
0

2m− 2
3
1

2(m− 1)
4
m− 1

0
0
0

GDH.3 [14] Initialize
Join
Leave

m + 1
4
1

2m− 1
m + 3
1

2m− 3
0
0

2
m + 3
1

5m− 6
m + 3
m-1

0
0
0

ECDLP-based Protocol Rounds Messages Unicast Broadcast Seq exponent
ions

Seq scalar
multiplica-
tions

GECDH [15]Initialize
Join
Leave

m
m
m− 1

m
n
m− 1

m− 2
0
0

2
m
m− 1

0
0
0

5m− 6
m + 3
m− 1

TGECDH [15]Initialize
Join
Leave

h
2
1

2m− 2
3
1

0
0
0

2m− 2
3
1

0
0
0

2h− 2
3h− 3
3h− 3

DCGKA
[our pro-
tocol]

Initialize
Join
Leave

m + 1
1
1

2m− 1
2
1

2m− 2
1
0

1
1
1

0
0
0

2m
6
3

Table 5: Key sizes
ECDLP-based scheme DLP-based scheme

(size of n in bits) (modular size in bits)
112 512
160 1024
224 2048
256 3072
384 7680
512 15360
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the same security level as the DLP-based Diffie-Hellman
schemes.

Our protocol uses only two steps which involve very
simple operations. Being ECDLP-based protocol addi-
tions and scalar multiplications are used instead of mul-
tiplications and exponentiations (as in DLP-based proto-
cols) respectively and also it uses smaller key sizes. Hence
our protocol works with lesser computational expense.
However, the group controller needs to execute compara-
tively more key exchange operations than the other group
members, but these operations are very simple with lesser
computational expense. The overall delay of key gener-
ation depends on the performance of group controller.
Since most of today’s machines have high computation
power, the proposed technique may not be a problem for
practical applications.

In view of above comparative analysis in Table 5, our
protocol [DCGK] is optimal in terms of comparatively less
communication and computation cost and also it provides
same security level with smaller key sizes. Our protocol is
relatively best protocol for secure group key distribution
over ad-hoc networks among the DLP and ECDLP based
schemes discussed in this paper.

Computational Complexities.

Initialization of group key. The number of se-
quential scalar multiplications for initialization
of group key in our protocol [CGKA] is lesser
than GECDH. Although our protocol uses much
number of sequential scalar multiplications than
TGECDH. Our protocol is much simpler com-
prising only two steps with very simple opera-
tions (See Figure 1).

Join protocol. The number of sequential scalar
multiplications for new member join group key
in our protocol is fewer than GECDH and
TGECDH protocol, In fact only six scalar mul-
tiplications independent of group size (See Fig-
ure 2).

Leave protocol. The number of sequential scalar
multiplications for new member leave group
key in our protocol is fewer than GECDH and
TGECDH protocol, In fact only three scalar
multiplications independent of group size (See
Figure 3).

Communication Complexities.

Number of messages. DCGKA protocol is the
best in terms of communication for updating
the group key whenever a new member joins
or existing member leaves. For initialization of
group key our protocol uses 2m − 1 messages
which is nearly same as TGECDH and higher
than GECDH.

Storage cost. As per the memory to store the keys
at member nodes, the ECC makes the process
as easy as possible, since the key sizes are small

with ECC. In tree based approaches each node
has to maintain the keys of its leaf nodes and
so on. So DCGKA consumes very low memory
storage cost than tree based approaches.

In view of the above observations, DCGKA is
optimal in terms of low communication and
computation costs and also it provides same se-
curity level with smaller key sizes. Thus it is
relatively a better protocol for secure group key
distribution over ad-hoc networks among the
DLP and ECDLP based schemes discussed in
this paper.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed ECDLP based Dynamic con-
tributory Group key agreement (DCGKA) protocol for
secure group communication over ad-hoc networks. The
theoretical analysis shows that DCGKA is certainly a bet-
ter protocol in overall performance among the DLP and
ECDLP based schemes discussed in this paper. Also it
provides secure key attributes such as key secrecy, for-
ward secrecy and backward secrecy.

The performance of DCGKA over ad-hoc networks can
be Summarized as follows:

• It has relatively low communication overheads and
lesser computational expense.

• It consumes very low memory storage cost than the
tree based approaches.

• Most importantly, it is quite simple to implement in
the sense that it uses only two steps which involve
very simple operations.

• It uses dynamic updating of key without a re-run of
the protocol anew as soon as a member joins or leaves
the existing group.

• It uses smaller keys.

Therefore it may be apt for secure group key agree-
ments over mobile ad-hoc networks.

In continuation of this paper, there remain some items
for future work. Our protocol do not provide authenti-
cation of the participants. It should be possible to ar-
gument them to provide authentication using public Key
Infrastructure (PKI), with out increasing computational
and communication load. Also to address most of the ac-
tive attacks, such as key impersonation and forgery attack
etc..
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